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INTRODUCTION 

United the development of 

the Mis· 

sissippi River, has overcome great obstacles in its efforts to 

the safe and efficient transportation of waterborne 

The main consideration in the development of a navi· 

gation system on a river dynamic as the Mississippi 

to transform the tremendous energy forces that 

available into an accepted economical, environmental and 

social coexistence. With the vast amount regulatory works 

installed throughout history, includiug the construction of 

locks and dams, dikes, revetments, etc., and the employment 

of dredging works, the Mississippi River has been, for the 

most part, successfully managed to ensure efficient channel 

depths from the Gulf of Mexico to Minneapolis, Minnesota, a 

distance of 2,972 kilometers. 

Yet, there are still energy forces in the river that are 

having massive economical, social and environmental conse· 

quences. These energy forces are located at bendways, the 

important geomorphic channel configurations of a river that 

are a result of Mother Nature's natural, sinusoidal response 

to water and sediment management in an alluvial floodplain. 

Bendways are one of the last remaining sources of energy 

on the Mississippi River that have not been fully managed 

by man. They serve as necessary and natural flow 

management devices of the river, but they also lead to many 

negative impacts, including erosion of banklines, inadequate 

channel widths, excessive downstream channel crossing depo· 

sition, cutoff development, detrimental high flow velocity 

patterns, destruction of farmland and levees, and the loss of 

wildlife habitat. All of these problems directly impact the 

economy and the environment. 

The bendway weir is a new structural design solution 

developed to minimize or alleviate the problems generated in 

bendways on the Mississippi River. They are cost-effective 

submerged rock structures. When properly designed and 

constructed, they can effectively manage the water and 

sediments through bendway while still maintaining the 

integrity of the natural sinusoidal channel pattern. The 

direct physical attributes of bendway weir design include : a 

widening of the existing narrow navigational channel, a 

deepening and corresponding improvement of the downstream 

crossing channel, stabilization of the existing bankline, and 

redirection of otherwise detrimental high flow velocity pat· 

terns. Also, bendway weirs are low-elevation structures. 'I'hey 

totally submerged underwater, thereby maintaining the 

natural beauty of the scenic waterway. 

Physical model tests to develop and evaluate the design 

of these new structures have been extensively conducted on 

a movable bed model of a selected prototype reach. 

Construction of the first bendway weir has been com· 

pleted on the Mississippi River, and post construction field 

monitoring has indicated favorable velocity and bed sediment 

trends have been established in the river channel. 
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It the goal of this article to the problems 

that exist in bendways on the Mississippi River; secondly, to 

outline the sources of these problems; thirdly, to discuss the 

research and development of solution gained by 

model testing; and finally, to describe the actual construction 

field monitoring that has been completed in the river. 

BENDW A Y PROBLEMS 

The negative impacts of bendways are discussed to make 

one aware of the magnitude and extent of the problems 

currently being experienced on the Mississippi River. 

1. NARROW BENDWA Y WIDTHS 

Many of the bendways in the open river system below 

St, Louis, Mo., create a major problem to the navigation 

industry. The problem is inadequate navigation channel 

widths. The navigation channel becomes so narrow through a 

bend that a downbound barge tow has to expend a tremen

dous amount of time and energy using skilled flanking 

techniques to safely navigate through the bend. It is net 

uncommon for a tow to take up to three hours to transit 

through a troublesome bend. This undesirable channel con· 

dition usually takes place after a high water event on the 

river followed by a corresponding fast recession of the 

hydrograph, The end result is a narrowing of the navigation 

channel. Fig. 1 illustrates excessive narrowing of the navi· 

gation channel at Dogtooth Bend (located 256 kilometers 

below St. Louis). While a dewnbound tow is flanking through 

the bend, any uphound tow has to wait until the downhound 

tow is safely through the bendway. Depending en how much 

downbound traffic exists on a particular day, the wait could 

be as long as 12 hours. When one considers the number of 

bends and the volume of traffic that exist over the entire 

length of the waterway, it becomes obvious that these traffic 

delay times create massive costs to the towing indnstry and 

ultimately to the consumer. In 1988, an investigation was 

made to assess the cost of delay times impacted to the 

navigation industry. Examination of daily navigation logs of 

a particular towing company led to a determination of the 

average delay time per trip due to narrow bends. Also, the 

hourly towing cost and average daily traffic volumes were 

calculated. Based on this information, the impact cost of 

delay time due to bends in 1988 was estimated to be 

approximately $ 24 million. In 1988 there were no high flow 

events on the Mississippi, so there was no excessive narrow

ing of the navigation channel. A year with a fast falling, 

high flow hydrograph would add considerably to the above 

estimated cost. 

Another impact cost to the navigation industry is the 

number of accidents that occur at these bends due to 

groundings. From 1985 to 1988, in the reach of the river 

from St. Louis to Cairo, Ill., there were an average of 20 

groundings per year that occurred in bends. A large majority 
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BAR ENCROACHMENT 
INTO MAIN CHANNEL 
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Fig. 1 - Excessive narrowing of navigation channel at 

Dogtooth Bend 

of these events were the result of barges running aground 

on the point bars. Each time a barge grounding occurred in 

a bend, the following circumstances usually took place : 

a. The integrity of the navigation channel was threatened 

because the actions necessary to remove the tow were 

often injurious to the channel. 

b. The 	 bendway became a bottleneck until the grounded 

vessel was removed, adding further to delay times. 

c. The safety of the crews on-board both the grounded vessel 

and the vessels passing the accident was threatened. 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER DREDGING MATRIX 
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Fig. 2 - Dredging matrix showing amount of material remo

ved at two bends on the Mississippi River 

Additionally, the United States spends millions of dollars 

each year dredging the point bars at these troublesome 

bends. Fig. 2 an example of the quantity of dredged 

material removed at two bends in the Mississippi. The 

frequency of this dredging occurs on an interval dependent 

upon the behavior of the hydrograph and the availability of 

dredges. Dredging of point bars serves as a short, temporary 

cure to the sympton, but it is not a permanent cure to the 

problem. 
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Fig. 3 	 Illustration of deflection flow patterns at Dogtooth 

Bend 

2. OVERBANK DEFLECTION FLOW 

At bankfull conditions in some bends, a phenomenon 

occurs which leads to excessive overbank scour. The phe

nomenon is deflection flow, the detrimental velocity pattern 

developed as a result of a stabilized, multiple radii bankline 

alignment. The deflection occurs at the intersection point of 

two different outside bank radii. Instead of the velocities 

flowing in a curved, uniform pattern around the bend, they 

actually deflect off the high bank at the point of intersec

tion. The problem is exaggerated when treeline protection on 

the riverbank is removed or nonexistent, as is the case at 

Dogtooth Bend on the Mississippi River. Figure 3 illustrates 

the deflection flow patterns at Dogtooth Bend. An overbank 

scour hole (commonly referred to as a bluehole) has formed 

behind the bank, and with time, a crossover channel could 

develop over the floodplain at this point. 

BENDWA Y PROBLEM SOURCES 

A straightforward discussion into the problem sources of 

bendways can lead to a better understanding of what is 

required for a systematic design approach. The sources listed 

here are in order of importance. 

1. 	MEANDERING PROCE5S AND CAPTURED ALIGNMENT 

Fig. 4 is a morphological depiction of the meander belts 

of the Mississippi River between Thebes Gap and its 

confluence with the Ohio River. Before the intervention of 

man, the floodplain consisted of alluvial deposits which 

contained primarily marshlands, swamps and prames. Except 

for various geologic controls like Thebes Gap (shown in the 

upper left of the photo in Fig. 4), the river meandered 

across the floodplain unrestrained. Then, as man took 

advantage of the fertile soil and began cultivation, the need 

for protection against erosion dictated the installation of 

bank stabilization. In the 1920's, the early revetment works 

in the bendways were initiated. These works were built with 

hand-placed cobblestone, and eventually evolved into the 
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present day revetment practices. Gradually, once conti· 

nually meandering river was becoming harnessed. The early 

economic demands for stabilization influenced the engineers 

stabilize the natural existing alignments of the bends. 

Unfortunately, many of the bends were in transition, contain· 

ing multiple radii, and the resulting captured alignment of 

the bend was not conducive to a favorable navigation 

channel. 

2. CHANNEL 	 AND POINT 

BAR MIGRATION 

The stationary revetted hank· 

line and resulting captured align· 

ment of a bendway causes 

problems that were not totally 

understood by the early engineers. 

Channel and point bar migration 

conditions have been totally 

changed. Fig. 5 illustrates chan

nel and point bar migration for a 

theoretical unstabilized bend vs. 

an actual stabilized bend on the 

Mississippi River. Boxes lA and 

lB typify original bendway condi

tions. At Dogtooth Bend, 

revetment has been placed on the 

right descending bank. 2A shows 

the theoretical outward migration 

Fig. 4 Historic Mississippi River meander belts, Thebes Gap 

to the confluence with the Ohio River 

of the channel and point bar in an alluvial floodplain. The 

left and right descending banks migrate outward from the 

base of the point. The right bank migrates by erosion and 

bank caving, while the left bank migrates by deposition. In 

2B, the right bank does not migrate outward from the point 

base because of the revetment. Instead, by conservation of 

energy and the centrifugal bend force, the diverts its 

restricted horizontal energy into vertical energy, resulting in 

a deepening of the channel. The left bank continues 

migrate by deposition, thus, the point bar actually 

encroaches into the channel, conversely narrowing the navi· 

gation channel. 3A shows that, during highbank flows, 

cutoff occurs at the narrow neck formed a comparatively 

short distance from the base of the point. This cutoff is a 

result of headcutting and scour. The cutoff, or chute, is not 

well aligned with the channel upstream and downstream. 

This poor alignment and the extreme slope through the 

chute forces the principal currents to adhere toward the side 

of the chute against the base of the point, in the case of 

3A, the left bank of the chute. As a result, the chute scours 

to correct the poor alignment, and with time, eventually 

evolves into the main channel, while the old bendway 

evolves into an oxbow lake (4A). In 3B, the chute has 

formed and the point bar continues to encroach into the 

main navigation channel by deposition. Eventually, the bend

way becomes the chute, while the cutoff chute becomes the 

main channel (4B). 

Field monitoring conducted on the Mississippi River, includ

ing surveys, discharge measurements, and visual observations 

have verified that many of the side chutes are enlarging and 

many of the main channels are decreasing in size. 

CHANNEL AND POINT BAR MIGRATION 

EVOLUTIONARY STEPS 


THEORETICAL VS. PROTOTYPE CONDITIONS 


Fig. 5 · 

conditions 
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3. BENDWAY 

The study of bendway mechanics involves complex, three

dimensional flow analyses. Fig. 6 depicts a three-dimensional 

bend flow element. Besides the normal and lateral velocity 

components which occur at a bend, transverse velocity 

components occur as well. This transverse velocity, or secon

dary flow, spirals about the channel cross-sectional axis. This 

spiraling effect a direct result of the torque established 

from the centrifugal force action of the water flowing around 

the curve of the bend. Straight reach mechanics are much 

easier to manage than curved reach mechanics because the 

centrifugal force action is minimal. A channel cross section 

a straight reach is made up of a series of manageable 

secondary cells. The simple conveyance equation applies, and 

the overall navigation depths and widths can usually be 

managed by « traditional " dike structures. However, in a 

bendway, the centrifugal force is so great that the con

veyance equation does not apply, and "traditional" struc

tures do not always work. 

THEORETICAL 3DIMENSIONAL BEND FLOW ELEMENT 

Fig. 6 • Three-dimensional bend flow 

In a bend, two predominant secondary cells normally exist : 

the centrifugal force cell and the bankline friction cell. The 

cells spiral in opposite directions to each other. The bankline 

friction cell is of a very small magnitude in comparison to 

the centrifugal cell. The interface of the two cells forms the 

threadline of the flow in the channel (channel thalweg). If a 

structure could be placed in the bend that would increase 

the friction cell and decrease the centrifugal cell, then the 

threadline would be moved away from the outer bank and 

shifted toward the inner bar. This shift in the threadline 

would, in time, widen the navigation channel. 

HYDRAULIC MODEL TESTS 

l. 	STUDY REACH 

AND MODEL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Fig. 7 shows an aerial view of a 31-kilometer study 

reach of the Mississippi River containing two problem bends, 

Prices and Dogtooth Bends. A model of the movable bed 

type was constructed of this reach. Granulated coal with a 

specific gravity of 1.3 and a median diameter of .635 cm 

was used as a bed medium. The horizontal scale was 1 : 400: 

the vertical, 1 : 100, for a 4 to 1 distortion ratio. Fig. 8 is a 

view of the model, looking downstream. The design hydro

graph was determined by the author using historical records 

and mathematical model computations. 

PRICES BENO 

Fig. 7 · Aerial view of nwdel study reach 

Successful verification of the model was achieved. Five 

consecutive design hydrographs were run to develop base test 

conditions. The base test is the comparative which 

shows the tendencies of the river with existing conditions. 

Results of this test indicated that both of the bends had a 

tendency to narrow and deepen, and the depths of the 

crossing channel between the bends had a tendency to shoal. 
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On the Mississippi River, navigation channel design ele d) REALIGNMENT OF THE CHANNEL 

vations are established in relation to the Low Water 
Reference Plane (LWRP). L WRP is a theoretical reference 

profile of the river based upon historical hydrologic data. A 

depth of 3 meters i'.\elow the L WRP is the standard mini

mum design depth for the navigation channel. Survey con

tours developed on the model are thus referred to this 

L WRP datum, and the -3 m contour represents the design 

channel. 

2. 	 ATTEMPTED STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS 

The goal of the model tests was to arrive at a practical 

and cost-effective solution to the problem sources, hence 

many different structural alternatives were studied. A picture 

of the attempted structural solutions is shown in Fig. 9. 

Structures that did not benefit served as a lesson and helped 

in the formulation of new alternatives. The attempted 

structural solutions were : 

MODEL TEST 
ATTEMPTED STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS 

Fig. 9 - Attempted structural solutions in model study 

a) DIKES LOCATED ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE BEND, 

ANGLED DOWNSTREAM 

This plan had no effect on deflecting velocity toward the 

point bar; instead, velocities were actually deflected in 

toward the revetted bank, threatening the integrity and 

stability of the bank. 

bl DIKES LOCATED ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE BEND, 

ANGLED PERPENDICULAR 

This configuration had no effect on the existing channel, 

however, deflection flow patterns were minimized. 

c) CHEVRONS ANGLED UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM 

The chevron (a flow dividing structure) had no effect on 

the point bar. They moved velocities in toward the outside 

bank, thereby threatening stability. 

Several different realignments of the channel were tested. 

Redevelopment of the upstream entrance channel had little 

effect on creating desired conditions in the bend. A constant 

radius alignment was also constructed through the bend and 

achieved some desirable results. However, major channel 

realignment is deemed cost-prohibitive. 

el SUBMERGED VANES 

Submerged vanes developed by the University of Iowa 

were tested. Although they caused a small quantity of 

deposition to occur on the outside of the bend, they had 

little effect on attacking the point bar. More research and 

development on submerged vanes in navigation channels 

should be conducted in the future. 

f) HIGHFLOW BAR DIKES 

Dikes located on the point bar itself were tested. They 

had no effect on widening the channel, but they did seem to 

inhibit the tendency for cutoff development in the side chute. 

g) 	SUBMERGED WEIRS ANGLED 

30 DEGREES UPSTREAM 

This plan showed very desirable . results, as discussed 

further in this article. Evolution of this concept plan was as 

follows; 

3. EVOLUTION OF BENDWAY WEIR DESIGN CONCEPT 

The design concept for bendway weirs evolved from a 

previous model study on dike configurations in near straight 

reaches of the Mississippi River. In the study "Hydraulic 

Design of River Training Structures in Crossings » (WES 

1989), various angles, both upstream and downstream were 

evaluated. There appeared to be some promise to upstream

angled dikes in straight reaches. The only skepticism that 

remained was if the concept could work in a bend, since the 

structures would have to be submerged in order for traffic to 

be able to pass through the bend. Results of this model 

study indicated that a dike angled upstream 45 degrees to 

the perpendicular flowline proved to be undesirable because 

the scour generated on the upstream face of the structure 

was so great that the stability of the entire structure was 

jeopardized. Dikes angled 20 degrees upstream to the perpen

dicular flowline generated so little scour action that the 

benefits were minimal. With this information, the bendway 

weir was developed with a compromised, upstream angle of 

30 degrees to the perpendicular flowline. This angle proved 

to be extremely efficient. 

4. BENDWA Y WEIR MODEL TEST RESULTS 

A total of 20 bendway weirs were placed in the two 

bends of the model study reach. Each weir was attached to 

the existing outside bankline and angled upstream 30 
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degrees to a line drawn perpendicular to the midbank 

flowline. The structures were constructed level crested with a 

top elevation of 5.49 meters below the LWRP. 

Fig. 10 shows the survey comparisons for the model test 

results of the most upstream bend in the model study reach, 

Prices Bend. The base test represents the " before " condi

tions of the channel. The calculated radius of curvature for 

this hend is 2.4 kilometers. Notice should be given to the 

existing perpendicular short weirs that exist in the prototype. 

These weirs have little or no effect on the channel. They 

were constructed in the 1960s to stabilize the toe of the 

bendway bankline. After the installation of 9 bendway weirs, 

the channel through the bend widened an average of 130 

meters. Figs. 11 and 12 show the "before " and « after " 

cross-sectional plots at range X-X on the plan view. Fig. 13 

shows the comparison overlay of the two plots. Approxima· 

tely 12 meters of deposition occurred on the outside of the 

bend at this section. 

MODEL TEST 
CROSS SECTION AT X-X 

AFTER INSTALLATION OF BENDWAY WEIRS 
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Fig. 12 - Cross-sectional plot weir plan at X-X 

MODEL TEST 
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BENDWAY COMPARISONS 
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Fig. 10 - Model survey comparisons of Prices Bend 
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Fig. 13 Overlay plot comparison at X-X 

Fig. 14 shows the comparison survey of the next down

stream bend, Dogtooth Bend, with an average radius of 1.8 

kilometers. After the installation of 11 bendway weirs, the 

channel widened out an average of 85 meters. Figs. 15, 16 

and 17 show the before, after, and Hie overlay cross-sectional 

plots at range H-H of the model. Approximately 15 meters of 

deposition occurred at the outside of the bend at this section. 

MODEL TEST 

BENDWAY COMPARISONS 


Fig. 1.1 - Cross-sectional plot of base test at X-X Fig 14 Model comparisons of Dogtooth Bend 
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Fig. 15 Cross-sectional plot of base test at H-H 
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Fig. 16 - Cross-sectional plot of bendway weir plan at H-H 
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Fig. 17 - Overlay plot comparison at H-H 

Fig. 18 shows the comparison survey of the channel 

crossing reach betwe_en the two bends. The comparison shows 

that after the installation of the weirs in the upstre.am bend 

(Prices), the channel widened and deepened considerably. 

MODEL TEST 

CROSSING COMPARISONS 


PLAN VleN 

Fig. 18 - Model survey comparisons of crossing channel 

between Prices and Dogtooth Bends 

Fig. 19 is a view of the bendway weirs in the model. 

These photos show the degree of deposition within each 

structure and the amount of scour located at the point bar. 

Evaluation of the functioning attributes of these structures 

were conducted during the course of the hydrograph. The 

following results were observed : 

a) The 30-degree design angle proved optimum, as no unac

ceptable scour on the upstream face of the structures was 

experienced. The structural stability thus remained intact. 

b) Detrimental deflection flow patterns were beneficially redi

rected, as verified by model confetti tests. 

Numerous tests were conducted on various crest eleva· 

tions for cost-efficiency. None of these alternatives were as 

efficient as the level crested weirs with a design elevation of 

-5.49 m LWRP. 

5. CONCLUSIONS OF MODEL TEST RESULTS 

After satisfactory results from the bendway weir plan, 

simulation of a flood hydrograph was run through the model 

as a final test to determine the overall response of the 

channel to both normal and high flow conditions. From 

surveys, confetti tests, and video tape review, the following 

conclusions were derived by the author : 

The sinuosity and sediment management scheme is still 

maintained after installation of the weirs. Now, instead of 

the point bar location serving as sediment storage during 

low flows, some storage is diverted to the opposite outside 

bendway bank at a depth determined by the height of the 

weirs. Thus, at the low to midbank flows, the sediment 

storage becomes redistributed in the bend to the advantage 

of navigation, i.e., the bendway becomes wider and more 
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Fig. 19 • View of ben.dway weirs 

shallow while still maintaining navigable depth. The 

downstream crossing becomos drastically improved due to the 

temporary change in sediment transport geometry. At 

configuration that is beneficial to navigation. Optimum sedi

ment management thus in the hendway at 

flow t:Ul'lUlUU•H8. 

Hydraulically, this new sediment management in the bend 

bee;, developed tbe creation a dominating friction 

counteracting against natural centrifugal cell. The 

end result a in the channel threadline at the low 

medium flows. 

CONSTRUCTION 

the outside of revetted bank and extending npstream 

across tbe channel toward the point bar. Also, an offset 

line 10 meters upstream and parallel to the centerline 

was established. This compensated for the drift forces 

against the sinking rock. This line was adjusted according 

to the particular changing velocities experienced over the 

length of construction. Drift velocities during construction 

never exceeded 1.5 due to backwater effects from 

the Ohio River. 

GRADED STONE A 
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2. 	 Mobilization of a spud barge containing an 88B, 365-hp 

dragline with a .184-cu. m stone bucket was positioned 

over the offset line by the use of a 900-hp push boat. 

When proper alignment was reached, the spuds were 

lowered down into the riverbed. A rectangular spreader 

block template was attached to the spud barge and served 

as the position void for the placement of rock. Figs. 20 

and 21 show the construction equipment setup. 

Fig. 21 • 	View of construction setup with rock barge positio

ned against spreader box template. 

Fig. 20 • View of construction equipment 

3. A 	 rock barge containing graded stone A was 

parallel to the template. Table 1 gives a summary of the 

gradation requirements for graded stone A. 

4. 	The stone was then dragged into the void created by the 

template (Fig. 22) and skillfully dumped as massive units the outside bank toward the point bar 

·HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY BEFORE CONSTRUCTION OF BENDWAY WElf\ JUNE 1989 

Fig. 23 • Hydrographic survey of Mississippi River, pre-construction 
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Fig. 24 - Hydrographic survey of Mississippi River, after construction 

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY OF BENDWAY WEI~ SEPTEMBER 1989 

Fig. 25 - Hydrographic survey of Mississippi River, after construction 
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26 

PROTOTYPE 
MOMTORING 

Intensive prototype moni

toring was conducted before, 

during, and after construction 

of the bendway weir. The 

monitoring included: 

L DETAILED BED 

SOLNDI;'\;GS 

24 and 25 show 

detailed hydrographic surveys 

sounding 

in Fig. 25, 

hole approximately 3 m 

depth developed 120 meters 

out into channel, down

the center of the 

verifies a 

tendency for thalweg shift as 

replicated in the modeL Fig. 

26 a three-dimensional 

contour plot generated from 

hydro

16 

:!. SO.\All PICTl RE 

3. \ELOCITY CROSS SECTIONS 

27 of channel 
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HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER 

Om SOOm 

Fig. 28 - Location data collection range A-A 

50 100 150 200 :?150 -3:X) 350 400 450 500 

DISTANCE (m) 

Fig. 29 - Velocity isouels at range A-A, pre-construction 

a typical, unmodified bend (a bend that contained no 

structures). Fig. 31 is a plot of the sediment concentrations 

for this unmodified bend section. Fig. 32 a concentration 

plot developed from samplings taken at range A-A, down

stream of the bendway weir. By comparing these two plots, 

a definite shift can be seen in the passage of suspended 

sediments in the bendway weir section. The concentrations 

extend farther across the section toward the point bar, 

verifying a shift in flow characteristics toward the middle of 

the channel. 

INTEGRATED SEDIMENT 

220 UNMODIFIED BEND SECTION 


(m) 

Fig: 81 - Integrated suspended sediment concentratit>ns across 

unmodified bend 

INTEGRATED SUSPENDED SEOlMENT CONCENTRATIONS 
BELOW BE~ WAY WEIR SECTION, RANGE A-A 

310 

BENOWAY 
SECTION APTER INSTAU.A TION 

350 400 450 	 50J 

DISTANCE (m) 

Fig. 30 Velocity at range A-A, after co1isr.ru<:ctc•n 

4. 	DEPTH INTEGRATED 

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT SA:'.llPLES 

Suspended sediment samples were taken at a pend 

control to sediment characteristics of 

un) 

Fig. 32 	 Integrated suspended sediment concentrations 

bend section just downstream range A-A 

FUTURE CONSTRUCTION AND MODEL TESTS 

A contract will be awarded in 1990 to construct 

additional 10 bendway throughout Dogtooth Bend. The 

spacing and construction sequencing will duplicate what 

found conclusive in the model. In general, the optimum 

spacing approximately 175 meters between each structure. 

are being conducted to develop a spacing criterion 

dependent on the radius of curvature of the bend. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, TIFFANY, J.B.. 1963. ofCONCLUSIONS 

Tho design and installation of bendway weirs in the 

Mississippi River is revolutionary. The centrifugal bend forces 

can now be managed to effectively influence the water and 

sediments of a bendway, including the downstream crossing. 

Sediment storage is redistributed in a favorable arrangement 

for the navigation channel while the natural sinuosity of the 

river still maintained. 

Construction of the first bendway weir proves that the 

model test design can be quickly and economically installed 

in the Mississippi River. If the drift velocities are taken into 

account, then successful placement of materials can be 

conducted with acceptable accuracy. 

Field verification of model tests has occurred. The first 

prototype bendway weir has shown desirable velocity and 

sediment trends. 

The long-term benefits from bendway weir design are on 

a magnitude that can only be evaluated over the course of 

time. Fuel consumption will be saved by the towing indus

try, and typical delay times on the open river system will 

be greatly reduced. Accidents as a result of groundings on 

point bars will become minimal. Banklines will become 

further stabilized, and detrimental deflection flow patterns 

will be minimized. Finally, the goal of maintaining a safe 

and dependable navigation channel can be advanced on the 

Mississippi River by the bendway weir concept. 

The application of bendway weirs is not limited to 

bendways. The design may also be used in near straight 

reaches to realign the thalweg. Sealed-down versions of the 

structures can be utilized on some of the tributaries and 

smaller streams throughout the United States and the world 

abroad. 

The aforementioned discussion represents the views of the 

author and are not necessarily the views of the Corps of 

Engineers. 
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